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There is a game on Mars similar to chess-very similar, save that it is played on a board of a
hundred squares, and with ornate pieces. The Martians call it jetan, and it is as old as the
civilization of Barsoom. But in the Martian city of Manator, jetan is no game. The chiefs of
Manator play with living pieces--criminals, slaves, or warriors eager for fame. The opposing
chessmen duel to the death for possession of their squares. The chiefs of Mantor play for great
stakes, but the most closely fought contest in the huge arena was that in which the prize was
Tara, Princess of Helium and daughter of the Warlord of Mars--a prisoner and slave in Manator.
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Dave Wilde, “A World Of Headless Beings And Living Chess Pieces. “Chessmen of Mars” is the
fifth novel in the Barsoom series and was published in its full novel form in 1922, about a decade
after the first Barsoom novel. In it, Burroughs focuses, as he did in the previous novel, not on
John Carter, but on his descendants. The focus of the novel is on his daughter, Tara of Helium,
and her paramour, Gahan of Gathol. Other than that, the novel follows in the same basic pattern
as the earlier novels of this series with a tale of romance and chivalry set not among the knights
and damsels of the middle ages, but on the dying planet of Mars. It is a terrific adventure book
and a fun story to read.Tara, at least in the beginning of the book, is a haughty princess with
many suitors at the palace ball, sort of a Marie Antoinette or Scarlet O’Hara type of character
with flowing gowns and romantic intrigue. The tale takes Tara out of her comfortable palace life
to adventures in forgotten valleys and unknown lands where she encounters ancient people who
know nothing of modern-day Martian civilization. First, her adventures take her to the
Bantoomian Valley, where Burroughs has invented a unique people, whose heads and bodies
are independent with the heads being intelligent and advanced and able to crawl about on little
legs like spiders and the headless bodies are no better than the most brutish of animals.
Burroughs invented such creatures nearly one hundred years ago and it is amazing how many
books and creatures and inventions followed in his wake. What an imagination!The second
ancient civilization Tara and Gahan encounter is the ancient city of Manator, where the game of
Jetan (which is similar in many respects to the Earthly game of chess) is played in an arena on a
board with living and armed human pieces. When one piece enters another’s space, they fight
to the death, making this an exciting and unusual game. There are many other interesting
aspects to the ancient city, but the game of Jetan is, by far, the most intriguing and
inventive.Once again, as in the first four novels in this amazing series, Burroughs has invented a
world in many ways like our own, but in many ways unlike it, a world peopled by unique creatures
and ancient civilizations and, often, unexplored. It is a vast land, even though the planet is
smaller, as the oceans have dried up and, therefore, there is more land. On this unique
landscape, Burroughs plays out his stories of derring-do and chivalry as there is always a
beautiful princess to rescue and a great and mighty swordsman to rescue her, often causing
entire nations to rise in revolt against their despotic rulers.Many writers followed in Burroughs’
wake, but none ever wrote tales so well.”
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and damsels of the middle ages, but on the dying planet of Mars. It is a terrific adventure book
and a fun story to read.Tara, at least in the beginning of the book, is a haughty princess with
many suitors at the palace ball, sort of a Marie Antoinette or Scarlet O’Hara type of character
with flowing gowns and romantic intrigue. The tale takes Tara out of her comfortable palace life
to adventures in forgotten valleys and unknown lands where she encounters ancient people who
know nothing of modern-day Martian civilization. First, her adventures take her to the
Bantoomian Valley, where Burroughs has invented a unique people, whose heads and bodies
are independent with the heads being intelligent and advanced and able to crawl about on little
legs like spiders and the headless bodies are no better than the most brutish of animals.
Burroughs invented such creatures nearly one hundred years ago and it is amazing how many
books and creatures and inventions followed in his wake. What an imagination!The second
ancient civilization Tara and Gahan encounter is the ancient city of Manator, where the game of
Jetan (which is similar in many respects to the Earthly game of chess) is played in an arena on a
board with living and armed human pieces. When one piece enters another’s space, they fight
to the death, making this an exciting and unusual game. There are many other interesting
aspects to the ancient city, but the game of Jetan is, by far, the most intriguing and
inventive.Once again, as in the first four novels in this amazing series, Burroughs has invented a
world in many ways like our own, but in many ways unlike it, a world peopled by unique creatures
and ancient civilizations and, often, unexplored. It is a vast land, even though the planet is
smaller, as the oceans have dried up and, therefore, there is more land. On this unique
landscape, Burroughs plays out his stories of derring-do and chivalry as there is always a
beautiful princess to rescue and a great and mighty swordsman to rescue her, often causing
entire nations to rise in revolt against their despotic rulers.Many writers followed in Burroughs’
wake, but none ever wrote tales so well.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Imagination. Edgar had a great imagination in which he was able
to concoct some seriously imaginative story lines. Sometimes it's hard to follow the story line but
a patient mind wins out every time!”

SgtScar, “Chessmen of Mars. Edgar Rice Burroughs doesn't fail to deliver as always. I have
always been a huge fan of Mr. Burroughs and have just recently re-started after a long pause in
my reading of his books. I have collected all but 8 of his Tarzan series. I now have all of his John
Carter on Mars series. I only have one other book of this series to read and I will have read the
whole series. Obviously, the recent movie of John Carter on Mars was taken from the "A
Princess of Mars" titled book. The Chessmen of Mars while it didn't have that much of John
Carter involved in it as much as his daughter was still a really good read all the way through. The
book itself was somewhat disappointing in the material it was made of (Bond Paper with a thick
photo paper exterior for a cover). The print was a little small for me since I'm in my sixties and
require reading glasses but for the price I suppose I can't expect much. The fact that I now own



all of his John Carter series and can say I finally finished them is a long time completed trip well
worth making no matter how long it took.”

jerrow, “Mars has seen before we got there ! With strange beings !. I read it! It’s a book ! In my
teens I had read the Martian Books before . It was a thoroughly enjoyable revisit . Total fiction .
What a nice way to travel to another weird world .”

Christie, “Interesting but appears rushed. As an extension of the John Carter stories this is
entertaining but seems to rush through aspects of the story that previously were fully explained.
The ending leaves a lot to be desired with more story to tell and a brief addendum of a couple of
paragraphs having to suffice. A little disappointed but still looking forward to further stories
written by Burroughs.”

staffy 45, “Dejah Thoris. What a babe....these books are far better than the recent movie. I have
read the entire collection 3 times over and will probably read them again.Harmless first class
Sci Fi from a golden age.”

Gransmithies, “good read. If you like a good old fashioned read ,real" boys own " stuff this is a
cracking read .It was written at the beginning of the last century so is not a modern strory but I
enjoyed it”

The book by Michael C. Ehrhardt has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 453 people have provided
feedback.
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